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Abstract

The increasingpresence of embeddedSoftware Controllingcritical Systems—
i.e. Systems that are critical to missions, to the environment, to human lives or

society—makes their reliability a primeconcern. This Thesis presents system
Software techniques aimed at providing a higher degree of safety in complex
embedded Systems by raising the reliability of their Software. These tech¬

niques address issues that ränge from safe composition of Software modules to

the choice of the programming language, while focusing on three crucial

themes: The management of time as a system-wideresource;The handling of

memory; The estimationof the worst-case execution time for real-time tasks.

The managementof time-constrained processes is performed by the task

scheduler:A systemprimitive that assigns processing time to the concurrent

tasks according to some priority mechanism. We describe a scheduling algo-
rithm—called Earliest Deadline First (EDF)—that has not yet seen wide-

spread adoption despite its unique features, which make it very suitable for

safety-critical Systems. We illustratethe benefits it provides and suggest a pos¬
sible implementation that has been aggressively optimized for the PowerPC

processor architecture.
The handling of the available memory is a further critical component of a

Computingsystem, as the incorrect use of memory can undermine its run-time

safety. Moreover,memory errors representcommonprogramming problems,
which are far too frequent,awkwardto track and to debug. In this case, we

demonstrate how the Joint effort of a safe programming language, the harness-

ing of the underlying processor architecture and a run-time garbage collector

can help in minimizing—if not completely eliminating—theoccurrence of

memory-relatederrors, without compromisingon run-time Performance.
A safe real-timesystem requires, for each task, the Worst-CaseExecution

Time (WCET), which is imperative for the scheduler's admission tests and

subsequently limits a task's execution time during Operation.While only mod¬
ern microprocessors can provide the necessary computationcycles, the com¬

bination of pre-emption, dynamic loading of compilation units and state-of-



the-art microprocessors creates unique challenges when estimating the

WCET. To obtain a realistic estimate of a task's execution time we performed
static analysis of the source code coupled with information concerning the

task's run-time behaviour. The implemented predictor is able to compute a

good estimation of the WCET even for tasks that contain a lot of dynamic
cache usage.

These Software mechanisms have been implementedin a prototypicaloper-
ating systemcalled XO/2. The XO/2 system has demonstrated its advantages
as it has been used as the primary Software building block formany research

projects and commercial products. Their high degree of dependability, relia¬
bility and safety let us argue that a careful choice of the Computer science par-

adigms not only eases the development of the application Software, while

reducing the time needed to write it, but also fosters innovation, since the

implementor, relieved from the Computer science issues, can better focus on

the problem to be solved.


